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Abstract—Focusing bistatic synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data in
frequency domain requires two-dimensional (2D) point target reference
spectrum (PTRS). Loffeld’s bistatic formula (LBF) and the Method
of Series Reversion (MSR) have been introduced recently to compute
PTRS of bistatic SAR. In this paper, firstly we generalize the original
LBF (OLBF) by introducing the Doppler contribution functions of
transmitter and receiver. Thus, OLBF and its derivatives (e.g.,
extended LBF) can be viewed as special forms of the generalized LBF
with constant Doppler contributions. Based on this, secondly the
ideal LBF (ILBF) with no computing error, except the error resulting
from the principle of stationary phase, is also presented. The ILBF
reveals that the theoretical PTRS of bistatic SAR consists of only two
monostatic terms, but it does not include bistatic deformation term in
comparison with OLBF. It supplies us with a target when we deduce
the PTRS for bistatic SAR. Finally, to get the precise analytical PTRS
for general bistatic SAR, an approximated ILBF (AILBF) is proposed.
It expresses the Doppler contributions of the transmitter and receiver
as power series and can approach the ILBF very well. AILBF can
keep the precision as MSR and inherit a simple form from LBF. In
addition, error limit for the validity of bistatic PTRS is also given.
The results in this paper can be used to develop imaging algorithms
for extreme bistatic (e.g., spaceborne/airborne) and high squint (e.g.,
bistatic forward-looking) cases.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) uses relative motion between an
antenna and its target region to provide distinctive long-term coherentsignal variations that are exploited to obtain finer spatial resolution
than that is possible with conventional beam-scanning means [1–
6].
Bistatic SAR, with separate transmitter and receiver, has
received considerable attention recently [7, 8]. Because of this bistatic
characteristic, it has many benefits compared with its monostatic
counterpart [9, 10].
Similar to monostatic case, bistatic SAR focusing could be carried
out in azimuth frequency domain to speed up imaging [11–15]. Hence,
the point target reference spectrum (PTRS) becomes the basis for those
frequency domain imaging algorithms, such as range-Doppler, ChirpScaling [16] and Omega-k [11, 17, 18]. Unfortunately, in bistatic SAR,
the azimuth modulation is more complicated than that in monostatic
case: bistatic SAR range history has two square roots which result
from distinct transmitter and receiver, which implies that it is difficult
to compute the analytical PTRS of bistatic SAR directly by applying
principle of stationary phase (POSP) [19–21].
Up to now, several methods to calculate bistatic SAR PTRS
have been reported [22]. Different from numerical methods [24],
analytical methods usually use POSP to get the spectrum. Two
main spectrum models using POSP for bistatic SAR are the spectrum
of Loffeld’s bistatic formula (LBF) [19] and the Method of Series
Reversion (MSR) [23]. LBF uses second-order Taylor expansion of
slant range histories from the transmitter and receiver to calculate
the points of stationary phase (PSP). Combining the two individual
PSPs yields an approximated bistatic PSP. The method of the original
LBF (OLBF) works well for many airborne and spaceborne bistatic
SAR modes [25]. However, if the geometry configuration difference
between the transmitter and receiver becomes considerable, as in
hybrid spaceborne/airborne case, it will suffer from a significant
degradation. An extended LBF (ELBF) has been reported in [26] to
solve this problem. The method uses time-bandwidth-product (TBP)
to form two constant factors to weigh the different contributions of the
transmitter and receiver to the whole Doppler frequency. This method
has good performance for hybrid spaceborne/airborne side-looking
case [30]. Nevertheless, as both OLBF and ELBF do not consider
the Doppler contributions properly enough, they are not suitable for
every mode of bistatic SAR, especially for large squint cases.
Based on the view that the transmitting PSP should be equal to
the receiving one, some improved methods were proposed to overcome
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the problems of OLBF and ELBF. In [31, 32], a new ratio factor
was solved to compute the Doppler frequency contributions. But
the method neglected the squint angle variance during the synthetic
aperture based on the narrow-beam assumption. In [33], to make
the difference between the transmitting and receiving PSPs zero,
two partial derivative equations were obtained to solve the Doppler
contributions. However, the method in [33] can only take account of the
contributions of the zeroth and first order Doppler frequencies (Doppler
centroid and Doppler frequency modulated rate). This would lead to
some degradation when the method is used in cases with extreme squint
or forward-looking cases to some extent.
Due to the series form, it is not easy for MSR to be used for
imaging algorithm deducing, especially for Chirp-Scaling and Omegak algorithms.
In this paper, we try to model the Doppler contributions of the
transmitter and receiver directly. A generalized LBF (GLBF) for
bistatic SAR is presented, of which the OLBF and ELBF can be viewed
as special examples. Based on this, a concise but implicit form of
the ideal LBF (ILBF) is also deduced. It is briefer than any other
PTRS of bistatic SAR [22], and can be viewed as a target function
when we compute the PTRS of bistatic SAR, because it almost has no
deducing error. After that, an explicit approximated ILBF (AILBF)
which expresses the Doppler histories of the transmitter and receiver
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Figure 1. General geometry configuration of bistatic SAR at η = 0.
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in ILBF as polynomial functions of the total Doppler frequency is
presented. It can be used to focus general bistatic SAR, regardless
of the bistatic and squint extent. Finally, we can find that, if we can
model the Doppler contribution correctly, the AILBF and MSR can be
unified. But AILBF has more precise style than MSR.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the
proposed GLBF, ILBF, AILBF, and the error limit are presented. The
numerical simulations are given in Section 3. And Section 4 concludes
this paper.
2. 2D PTRS OF BISTATIC SAR
The geometry configuration of general bistatic SAR is shown in
Figure 1. θs , v, and r0 represent the squint angles, velocities and the
center slant ranges of the transmitter (index T ) and receiver (index
R), respectively.
2.1. Bistatic SAR Signal Model
The range histories for the reference point target P (0, 0) of the
transmitter and receiver are:
q
RT (η) =

2 + v 2 η 2 − 2v η sin θ
r0T
T
sT
T

(1)

2 + v 2 η 2 − 2v η sin θ
r0R
R
sR
R

(2)

q

RR (η) =

where η is the azimuth time variable.
The signal after demodulation to baseband and range Fourier
transform is (constants are neglected):
½
¾
RT (η) + RR (η)
S(f, η) = S0 (f ) exp −j2π(f + f0 )
(3)
c
where f is the range frequency; S0 (f ) denotes the frequency spectrum
of the transmitted signal; f0 is the carrier frequency; c is the speed of
light.
The 2D PTRS can be obtained by using POSP on azimuth:
Z
S2df (f, fη ) = S0 (f ) exp{−jφb (η, fη )}dη
(4)
where

½

¾
f + f0
[RT (η) + RR (η)] + fη η
(5)
c
and fη is the azimuth frequency. To solve the above integration,
bistatic PSP is required. Because two square root terms are involved
in (5), it is difficult to obtain the analytical PSP directly.
φb (η, fη ) = 2π
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2.2. GLBF
φb (η, fη ) can be divided into two parts corresponding to the transmitter
and receiver, respectively:
¾
½
f + f0
φT (η, fηT ) = 2π
RT (η) + fηT (fη )η
(6)
c
½
¾
f + f0
φR (η, fηR ) = 2π
RR (η) + fηR (fη )η
(7)
c
where fηT (fη ) and fηR (fη ) are the Doppler frequencies assigned to the
transmitter and receiver, respectively, and they are the functions of
the total Doppler frequency.
Solving equations φ0T (η, fηT ) = 0 and φ0R (η, fηR ) = 0, we can get
the following two PSPs η̂P T (fη ) and η̂P R (fη ):
cr0T cos θsT fηT (fη )
r0T sin θsT
−
vT
vT2 FT
r0R sin θsR cr0R cos θsR fηR (fη )
=
−
2F
vR
vR
R

η̂P T =

(8)

η̂P R

(9)

where

s
FT =

µ
2

(f + f0 ) −
s

FR =

µ
2

(f + f0 ) −

cfηT (fη )
vT
cfηR (fη )
vR

¶2
(10)
¶2
(11)

Then by using the fact that the sum of two quadratic functions
is a shifted and scaled quadratic function, bistatic PSP can be written
as:
φ00 (η̂P R )η̂P R + φ00T (η̂P T )η̂P T
η̂P b = R 00
(12)
φR (η̂P R ) + φ00T (η̂P T )
where
φ00T (η̂P T ) =

vT2
FT3
2π
c r0T cos θsT (f + f0 )2

(13)

φ00R (η̂P R ) =

2
vR
FR3
2π
c r0R cos θsR (f + f0 )2

(14)

Substituting η̂P b into (5), we can obtain the final result of the
bistatic PTRS:
½
¾
j
S2df (f, fη ) = S0 (f ) exp {−jΦQM (f, fη )}×exp − ΦBD (f, fη ) (15)
2
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where
ΦQM (f, fη ) = φT (η̂P T ) + φR (η̂P R )
φ00 (η̂P T )φ00R (η̂P R )
ΦBD (f, fη ) = 00 T
(η̂P T − η̂P R )2
φT (η̂P T ) + φ00R (η̂P R )

(16)
(17)

are the quasi-monostatic and bistatic deformation (BD) phase terms,
respectively.
Equation (15) is the GLBF for bistatic SAR. Choosing different
fηT (fη ) and fηR (fη ), we can obtain different forms of LBF. The OLBF
assumes the Doppler contributions of the transmitter and receiver
are equivalent. So fηT (fη ) = fηR (fη ) = fη /2. The weighting
method in [26] uses TBP as a factor to weigh the contributions of the
transmitter and receiver to the common bistatic PSP. When the TBP
is computed, the composite synthetic aperture time is used. So the
weighting factor with TBP is also equal to the one with the azimuth
frequency modulated rate. Hence, fηT (fη ) and fηR (fη ) are replaced
by fηrT fη /fηr and fηrR fη /fηr , respectively, where fηrT , fηrR and fηr
represent the Doppler frequency modulated rate of the transmitter,
receiver and the total bistatic, respectively. So ELBF is also a special
case of GLBF. In fact, the Doppler contributions can not be measured
by the Doppler frequency modulated rates alone, especially in large
squint cases, where the Doppler centroid fηc would be dominant in
Doppler frequency [27–29]. So ELBF is just suitable for the cases
of side-looking or low squint. As for large squint or forward-looking
bistatic SAR [34], we should consider the influence of Doppler centroid
sufficiently.
Now that Doppler contributions play such an important role in
GLBF, what are the ideal Doppler contributions of the transmitter
and receiver? And what can we get if we use the ideal Doppler
contributions?
2.3. Ideal LBF
To evaluate the different contributions of the transmitter and receiver
to the total bistatic Doppler frequency in PTRS, we should express fηT
and fηR using fη . Ideally the Doppler contributions of the transmitter
and receiver can be written as:
vT sin θsT (fη )(f + f0 )
fηT (fη ) =
c
(18)
vR sin θsR (fη )(f + f0 )
fηR (fη ) =
c
θsT (fη ) and θsR (fη ) represent the squint angles when the Doppler
frequency is fη . Then we have FT (fη ) = (f + f0 ) cos θsT (fη ) and
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FR (fη ) = (f + f0 ) cos θsR (fη ). So the ideal PSP can be written as:
r0T
[sin θsT − cos θsT tan θsT (fη )]
(19)
ηP T =
vT
r0R
ηP R =
[sin θsR − cos θsR tan θsR (fη )]
(20)
vR
From the above expressions, we can find that the PSPs of the
transmitter and receiver are the durations from the central Doppler
time (beam-center) to the time when the whole Doppler frequency
reaches at fη . As for the transmitting and receiving stations, these
two time lengthes should be the same. So theoretically ηP T is equal to
ηP R .
Consequently, we can find that the BD phase term in (17)
disappears. That is to say, different from the statement in [19], the
ideal LBF does not need to include the BD phase term at all. This
is a very important conclusion, which is beneficial to the analysis
of signal properties of bistatic SAR and the development of the
imaging algorithms, because the form of ILBF is similar to that of
the monostatic case.
This result is based on the accurate modeling of the Doppler
contributions of the transmitter and receiver. But it is very hard to
get these models. Any approximation made in the modeling of the
Doppler contributions would generate the difference between the PSPs
of the transmitter and receiver, and then the BD phase term.
Next, to extend the application fields of LBF, we will deduce an
approximated analytical form of the ILBF.
2.4. Approximated ILBF
In azimuth time domain, the precise Doppler frequency produced by
the transmitter is:
¡ 2
¢
vT η − r0T vT sin θsT (f + f0 )
fηT (η) = − q
(21)
2 + v 2 η 2 − 2r v η sin θ
c r0T
0T T
sT
T
and the Doppler frequency produced by the receiver is:
¡ 2
¢
vR η − r0R vR sin θsR (f + f0 )
fηR (η) = − q
2 + v 2 η 2 − 2r v η sin θ
c r0R
0R R
sR
R

(22)

And the total bistatic Doppler frequency is fη (η) = fηT (η) + fηR (η).
From (21) and (22), we know if we want to get an accurate Doppler
contribution relationship, we need to solve an eighth-order equation.
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Here in this paper, considering the influence of the Doppler centroid,
we express (21) and (22) as the following power series in η:
fηT = fηcT + fηrT η + fη3T η 2 . . .

(23)

2

fηR = fηcR + fηrR η + fη3R η . . .

(24)
2

fη = fηT + fηR = fηc + fηr η + fη3 η . . .

(25)

where the polynomial coefficients can be computed by Taylor
expansion.
Eliminating η in (23) and (24) using (25), the relationships
between fηT , fηR and fη are obtained:
fηT (fη ) ≈ fηcT +

fηrT
fηr

(fη −fηc )−

fηrT fη3 −fη3T fηr
3
fηr

(fη −fηc )2 . . . (26)

fηR (fη ) ≈ fηcR +

fηrR
fηr

(fη −fηc )−

fηrR fη3 −fη3R fηr
3
fηr

(fη −fηc )2 . . . (27)

These are the approximated contributions of the transmitter and
receiver to the whole Doppler history and will be used to compute
the bistatic PSP. Substituting the above two expressions into (8)–(17),
OLBF

ELBF

fηrR
fηR ( fη)= fηcR+ f (fη- fηc )
ηr

f ηrT
(fη- fηc )
fηr

f η rT f η f
=
f ) fη r

( fη)
ηR

Ap

pro

xim

ate

d

Approximated

GLBF

fη r f η
= fη r
R

f η T(

•A general tool for deducing
bistatic PTRS

fηT ( fη)= fηcT +
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Generalized

fη
fηT ( fη) =fηR(fη)= 2

• Suitable for moderate
bistatic and side-looking
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η

fη T ( fη) =

vT sinsT (fη )( f+ f0)
c

f η R (fη) =

vRsinsR ( fη)(f + f 0)
c

A
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ppr
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• Suitable for extreme and
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Figure 2. Relationships between OLBF, ELBF, GLBF, ILBF and
AILBF.
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we can get AILBF. It can be viewed as a more general form of LBF
than OLBF, ELBF and other recently proposed forms in [31–33]. The
result can be applied in hybrid spaceborne/airborne and high squint
bistatic cases. Moreover, the accuracy of this method is “scalable” in
the sense that its accuracy depends on the number of terms used in the
power series. The performance of AILBF will be shown in Section 3.
Until now, we have mentioned five kinds of LBF: OLBF, ELBF,
GLBF, ILBF and AILBF. The relationships between them are shown
in Figure 2.
It is worth noting that, when we solve the Doppler contributions
of the transmitter and receiver using (23), (24) and (25), we utilize
a intermediate variable of azimuth time η. It is represented as a
series function of fη . This tells us that MSR and AILBF are unified
in fact. They are both the approximation styles of ILBF, and their
precisions are limited by the series order. After we get the series
relationship between the azimuth time and Doppler frequency, if we
use it directly to compute the PTRS, we will get the result of MSR. If
the relationship is further used to model the transmitting and receiving
Doppler frequencies, as (26) and (27), a PTRS of LBF style will be
obtained. In practice, their precisions are the same. Consequently,
AILBF can have the simple form like LBF and keep the precision of
MSR at the same time.
3. ERROR LIMITS
In [22], a necessary condition which should be satisfied if OLBF can
work well for some bistatic geometry configurations is presented. This
condition judges the equivalence between the PSP of OLBF η̂P b (fη )
and the analytical one ηP b (fη ). Instead of evaluating the equality over
all azimuth frequencies, the condition just considered the equivalence
at the Doppler centroid: η̂P b (fηc ) ≈ ηP b (fηc ).
However, when η̂P b (fη ) is just a shift result of ηP b (fη ), the imaging
result is also a shift version of the ideal one according to the shift
property of the Fourier Transform. Generally, this displacement does
not influence the focusing performance. Therefore, we should not
determine the geometry configuration limits related to PTRSs of kind
LBF by just judging the equivalence between η̂P b (fη ) and ηP b (fη ),
much less the equality between η̂P b (fηc ) and ηP b (fηc ).
In fact, the shape similarity between η̂P b (fη ) and ηP b (fη ) should
be taken into account instead.
Here in this paper, we propose another method to determine the
type of bistatic configurations that the PTRSs of sort LBF can focus:
η̂P b (fη ) − η̂P b (fηc ) ≈ ηP b (fη ) − ηP b (fηc )

(28)
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The above equation means that, without considering the constant
shift, the computed azimuth PSP should not have scale variation in
comparison with the ideal one. And from (19) and (20), we know
ηP b (fηc ) = 0. So (28) can be simplified to:
η̂P b (fη ) − η̂P b (fηc ) ≈ ηP b (fη )

(29)

Furthermore, the azimuth signal can be approximated as a linear
frequency modulated signal generally. So the azimuth PSP is nearly
linear with the Doppler frequency. Suppose the scale of η̂P b (fη )
compared with ηP b (fη ) is a. Then the quadratic phase error (QPE)
resulting from the difference of PSP can be written as:
∆φQPE =

π(1 − a)2 fη2
fηr

(30)

The maximum QPE resulting from the difference of azimuth PSP
can be written as:
π(1 − a)2 (Bη /2)2
max ∆φQPE =
(31)
fηr
where Bη is the Doppler frequency bandwidth.
To avoid significant deterioration of the image quality, we would
like to limit the maximum QPE to be within π/4 generally. If we limit
max ∆φQPE within π/4, we have:
p
p
fηr
fηr
1−
<a<1+
(32)
Bη
Bη
This condition can be viewed as a general necessary requirement
which should be satisfied if the PTRSs of kind LBF, including the
OLBF, ELBF and AILBF, can be applied to general bistatic cases.
4. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we will compare the performance of OLBF, ELBF and
AILBF. In addition, the influence of the expansion order on AILBF is
also presented. The simulation parameters are shown in Table 1. The
three cases differ in the squint and bistatic extent.
Case A is hybrid spaceborne/airborne forward-looking mode. The
parameters of the spaceborne transmitter are accordant with those
of TerraSAR-X. In this case, the airborne receiver works in forwardlooking mode while the transmitter is little squint. In case B, both
antennas are with medium squint angles. Finally, in case C we
simulated the focusing performance of different LBFs for airborne
bistatic forward-looking case.
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Table 1. Simulation parameters.
Simulation parameters

Transmitter

Center frequency

Receiver

9.65 GHz

Range Bandwidth

150 MHz

PRF

Case A: 3500 Hz;
Case B, C: 400 Hz

Case A: Spaceborne/airborne (forward-looking)
Range to point target

859 km

6.7 km

Velocity

7600 m/s

120 m/s

Squint/Downward-looking angle

−6.67◦

27◦

Case B: Airborne (medium squint)
Range to point target

14.3 km

8.96 km

Velocity

120 m/s

120 m/s

Squint angle

8◦

38◦

Case C: Airborne (forward-looking)
Range to point target

14.14 km

11.2 km

Velocity

120 m/s

120 m/s

Squint/Downward-looking angle

0◦

27◦

Negative squint angle means the antenna points backwards,
and positive value means the antenna points forwards.
Downward-looking angle is the angle between the receiver’s
line of sight and its moving direction.

4.1. Spectrum error and point target imaging results
Firstly, we compare the QPE of OLBF, ELBF and AILBF. Table 2 is
the QPE between these PTRSs and the ideal spectrum. As for case
A, if we use OLBF to compute the PTRS, the square root (11) is
meaningless because of the incorrect Doppler assignment. So OLBF
is invalid for squint spaceborne/airborne case. And the PSP scale of
ELBF is nearly 1 while the QPE is less than π/4. So the focusing
performance of ELBF for case A would not deteriorate obviously. But
as for case B and C, the bistatic PSPs of both OLBF and ELBF have
great variations from the ideal result and the QPEs also exceed the
limitation of π/4. Then OLBF and ELBF will have poor abilities to
focus the data of case B and C. But for AILBF, the PSP scale and
QPE both have little deviations which can be neglected. So AILBF
can be viewed as a proper approximation of ILBF.
Secondly, we use the ideal numerical PTRS, OLBF, ELBF and
AILBF as matched filters for the method of 2D frequency domain
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matching to focus the echo of a point target P (0, 0). Quality
parameters, including impulse response width (IRW), peak sidelobe
ratio (PSLR), and integration sidelobe ratio (ISLR), corresponding to
case A-C are shown in Table 3.
From Table 3, it can be seen that for spaceborne/airborne forwardlooking case, ELBF and AILBF both have a similar focusing ability
with the ideal numerical spectrum. In the two airborne configurations,
the imaging results of ELBF deteriorate with the growth of the squint
extent. For case B with medium squint angles, the point target is
poorly focused by using OLBF and ELBF, as shown in Figure 3. When
the receiving antenna points to the forward-looking area in case C,
ELBF can not focus on azimuth direction any more. However, from
the simulation results, it can be seen that the results of AILBF agree
Table 2. Quadratic phase error of the three configurations.

Case A

Case B

Case C

OLBF
ELBF
AILBF
OLBF
ELBF
AILBF
OLBF
ELBF
AILBF

Scale a
Invalid
0.9596
1
0.8171
0.8221
1
0.4603
−0.3172
1

QPE/π
Invalid
−0.14
−4 × 10−4
−2.1416
−2.0256
−2.7456 × 10−9
−11.9534
−71.2013
−2.1558 × 10−8

Table 3. Quality parameters of the three configurations.

Case A

Case B

Case C

ANA
OLBF
ELBF
AILBF
ANA
OLBF
ELBF
AILBF
ANA
OLBF
ELBF
AILBF

IRW (Cells)
43.35
Invalid
47.54
43.39
25.24
186.3
158.43
25.27
37.43
Invalid
Invalid
37.45

PSLR (dB)
−13.27
Invalid
−12.94
−13.26
−12.32
Invalid
Invalid
−12.32
−13.06
Invalid
Invalid
−13.06

ISLR (dB)
−10.09
Invalid
−9.99
−10.09
−10.15
Invalid
Invalid
−10.15
−10.14
Invalid
Invalid
−10.14
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well with the analytical results in these extreme bistatic configurations,
like hybrid spaceborn/airborne and bistatic forward-looking cases.
4.2. The Influence of the Doppler Expansion Order

500

500

450

450

400

400

Azimuth(Samples)

Azimuth(Samples)

In this subsection, we will discuss the influence of the expansion order
used in (26) and (27) on the approximation of ILBF.
Figure 4 illustrates the phase error and BD term of AILBF
using 1st-order and 2nd-order expansions of the Doppler frequency for
case C. They both increase with the range and azimuth frequencies.
In Figures 4(a) and (b), the phase error is much less than π/4. So
the precision can be guaranteed by using both 1st-order and 2nd-order
expansions. However, the BD term using 1st-order expansion exceeds
the maximum phase error limitation of π/4. So if we want to neglect
the BD term for imaging algorithm development, we should use at least
2nd-order term in (26) and (27).
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Figure 3. Focusing results of a single point target for case B.
(a) OLBF; (b) ELBF; (c) AILBF.
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Figure 4. The phase error and BD phase term of AILBF using 1storder and 2nd-order expansion of the Doppler frequency. (a) Phase
error of 1st-order expansion; (b) Phase error of 2nd-order expansion;
(c) BD term of 1st-order expansion; (d) BD term of 2nd-order
expansion.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the generalized LBF (GLBF), ideal LBF (ILBF) and an
approximated ILBF (AILBF) are presented. GLBF supplies us with
a general tool to deduce bistatic SAR PTRS, and a theoretical ideal
PTRS is given by ILBF. AILBF can be utilized to imaging algorithm
development for extreme bistatic and large squint bistatic SAR. The
theoretical analysis and simulation results show that AILBF can work
well for general bistatic SAR, in comparison with original LBF and
extended LBF. Next we will develop the imaging algorithms based on
ILBF and AILBF.
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